
STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
Angle adjustable backrest | Adjustable depth of the seat | Medical Upholstery | Pelvic belt | 
Adjustable armrests 

Akces-Med Kidoo Classroom Chair 

One Chair - Many Possibilities

KIDOO™ is a therapeutic positioning chair that can 
be used at home, school, kindergarten or in a 
group of peers. KIDOO™ turns out to be an 
indispensable tool in the rehabilitation process, 
both in terms of therapy and social integration. 

Multiple possibilities:
Pelvic belt, headrest, height adjustable seat and 
armrests further enhance comfort and safety of 
the user.

Available in 5 sizes.
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Easy to use
Intuitive way of adjustment and easy 
assembly.

Hold and pull©
Harnesses and belts are equipped with 
system that provides fast and 
comfortable support your child in the 
device.

Adjustment of a seat depth and 
backrest tilt angle available as a 

standard equipment.

Medical upholstery used in this 
product is vapor permeable, wa-

terproof and easy to disinfect.

Tilt-in-space function is available 
thanks to the legs height adjust-

ment.

Eco-friendly materials
We use only human and environment friendly 
materials.

Tilt-in-space
It is possible to change the tilt angle of the seat.

HexagonPro© Headrest has been 
designed to create the most com-

fort for user by supporting and 

MED Blue
Optional*

MED Skin
Optional*

MED Sea
Standard

Citrus Green
Optional*

Candy
Optional*

Pillarbox
Optional*

MEDICAL UPHOLSTERY EXTREME-MED™ ANTIMICROBIAL
& ANTIFUNGAL

EASY TO CLEAN ANTIALLERGICBREATHABLE DUR ABLE ECOLOGIC AL

ANTIMICROBIAL
& ANTIFUNGAL

ABR ASION CRIB7PHTHALATE FREE DUR ABLE ECOLOGIC AL

MARTINDALE
300,000

RUBS

STAIN RESISTANT

EASY TO CLEAN FIRE RETARDANTWATERPROOF STEAM PERMEABLE ECOLOGIC AL

MEDICAL UPHOLSTERY MEDICUS™

Optional* colors available for special request. Lead time ca. 14 days
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Note: Measurement tolerance range is +/- 1 cm / ½ in. 
*The value cannot be main factor for selection of product size. 
**For special request.
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Hexagon Pro™ headrest
Headrest adjustable in three dimen-
sions. Due to its special design, it can be 
precisely adjusted to the user’s needs.

Knee abductor
Adjustable and easy to remove. Pre-
vents in legs crossing. Made of soft 
foam, upholstered with easy to wash 
medical fabric. Collision with abduction 
block. 

Positioning

Narrowing pads (2 pcs) 3cm
Made of elastic foam trimmed with me-
dical upholstery. They are attached to 
the armrests from both sides. Thanks to 
them you can narrow the seat by 6cm.

Narrowing pads (2 pcs) 5cm
Made of elastic foam trimmed with me-
dical upholstery. They are attached to 
the armrests from both sides. Thanks to 
them you can narrow the seat by 10cm.

Laterall supports
Width adjustable supports that provide 
additional side stabilization of the trunk. 
You can mount them at different height.

Abduction block
Shaped abduction block provides with 
correct seating position. Can be easily 
removed. Colission with: Knee abductor. 
Restriction: tray height

4 points safety vest
It acts as a trunk stabilizer. Wide 
range of adjustment helps to fit it to 
the user’s needs. Equipped with 
HOLD&PULL© system.

Abduction-adduction thight belts They can 
be easily attached to the chair by use of 
Velcro straps. Their use allows to keep 
legs in abduction and also prevents the 
patient from slipping off of the device.

Contoured seat cushion
Seat cushion with anatomic cuts for 
thighs which provides a comfortable 
position while using the chair.

Shaped backrest cushion
Backrest cushion with an ergonomic 
shape which has a significant impact on 
the patient’s comfort while using the chair.
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Foot and ankle stabilizing sandals
They protect and stabilize the ankle 
joint. They are made of elastic 
material, recommended for users 
with increased muscle tone. They 
can be used with or without shoes.

Dynamic ankle stabilizers (FP-22)
Dynamic FlexPoint® ankle stabilizers 
provide great support when 
stabilizing the user’s feet. Incorrect 
positioning of the feet, despite 
appropriate stabilization of the 
pelvis and chest, makes it impossible 
to keep the correct sitting position.
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Skis / rocking chair
Helps to stabilise and prevent tip over 
and chair movements. Once revert the 
skies upside down Kidoo become a roc-king 
chair.

Build-up

Footrest
Increases the comfort of using the 
chair and provides foot support. You can 
adjust the height. 

Mobile Base
You can easily transfer Kiddo from one 
place to another.

Mobile base with footrest with 2 po-ints 
feet stabilizing belts
Provides foot support and offers mobi-lity.

Footrest with 2 points feet stabilizing belts
Can be attached to the Kidoo chair or it 
can act as an independent footrest. 
Height and angle adjustable making it 
easy to tailor to the needs of your child.  
Colission with: skis, mobil base, mobil 
base with footrest,

Mobile base with footrest
Mobile base with footrest for easy mo-
vement.

Feet Cover
Comfortable pad, protecting the feet from 
direct contact with the footrest

Table JOY™
School table that can be used with Jordi or 
any other school chair. Height adju-stable, 
easy to clean and very durable. JOY™ 
table is available in various options.
JOY™ table is available in following 
options: 436/1 – Cut-Out Board; 436/2 – 
Plain Board; 436/3 – Till Cut-Out Board; 
436/4 – Tilt Plain-Board

Tray
Easy to assemble / disassemble. It is also 
child-proof, which means that your child 
cannot release the tray. Light and easy to 
clean. Perfect for playing and feeding. 
Provides also extra trunk support

Comfort

Kidoo table™  can be used with positioning 
chairs as well as with school chairs. Fits not 
only to our chairs.
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